Burner and jets should be covered by up to 1/2" of media above jets.
- 12 - 13" Minimum clearance below plate required for electronic ignition

Fire Pit Cavity Components
(A) GFCI Outlet
(B) Location for remote receiver (optional)
(C) Pigtail plug included for easy installation
(D) Electronics Box (Houses 120V - 24V Transformer)
(E) 24V Power from Transformer to Gas Valve
(F) Gas Valve / Control Box
(G) Pilot Assembly
(H) Gas Valve Supply IN
(I) Gas Stub from source

Clearances from combustible structure or materials

- Burner and jets should be covered by up to 1/2" of media above jets.
- 12 - 13" Minimum clearance below plate required for electronic ignition

Enclosure constructed of all non-combustible materials

Required 18 sq. inches of venting, or equivalent, on OPPOSING sides of fire pit. (36 inches total.)